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About People First Borders and Live a Life
People First Borders is a collective advocacy group led by people with learning
disabilities. People First Borders is 20 years old. It has been part of People First
Scotland. In August 2014 People First Borders will become a new charity called
Live a Life.

Management Committee that meets regularly. The Management Committee is

About this report
The Management Committee of People First Borders wanted someone
part of planning for the future.

This report describes what the members told Lindsey.
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What happens at People First Borders
meetings?
Local groups meet monthly. Mary attends all of the groups each month. Mary’s job

Each group has a chairperson who is a member of People First. It is the job of the
also a member. The secretary gives out copies of the minutes and reads out the
minutes from the previous meeting. The minutes are written in Easy Read.
The minutes of the previous meeting are read out. The group discusses matters
group and leads a discussion.
Recent topics include:
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has included:

“Last year David Cook came to talk about the
Referendum, and we had the Local Area Coordinator talking about what she does. We had
a speaker from the Police too.”
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What the members had to say about People
First Borders
What is People First Borders?
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“It’s a group to meet up with. If things are
wrong, or not going as they should be, the
group helps me to write or complain about
them. It is a group that is good to meet
together – it is social, and also gives support.”
“It gives me the chance to talk about things
that matter.”
“You do as much as you want. I’m the
chairperson, so I’m really involved.”
“I had a problem as someone had made a
complaint about my TV being on too loud at
night. People First Borders helped me sort out
the complaints process.”
“There are changes to care going on and
many decisions are being made about people
with Learning Disabilities. The group gives a
voice to people when they’ve not been told the
reason for decisions that are being made.”
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Borders?
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“It’s all good. I like all the people.”
“Speaking up! We have a laugh. All different
things, you can meet people and you can share
your feelings.”
“We had an 80’s night, and we are having a 60’s
night. I like going out more now. I’ve got good
friends now. We go out to the bingo once a
week and go out socially.”
“We talk about important things like bullying.”

“The only thing is that timings can be tricky,
everything in.”
“I’m happy with the group.”
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How does People First Borders help you?
“I used to be the chair for this group. The group
gave me a ‘step’ into chairing. I now chair
groups for other organisations – The disability
forum in Edinburgh and in Glasgow. People First
“It helps me speak up. It gives me a space to
talk. We have special guests like policemen or
councillors – they tell us useful things.”
can speak up about things.”
“It keeps me informed about what is going on
– the group involves me in doing things – for
example I have been helping with the Easy
Read training. I have not done anything like it
before (training) and I was able to talk in front
of a group of 15 people and tell them about
Easy Read, and not feel nervous.”
speak up.”
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“The group explains things that you don’t
understand.”
“The group helps me to listen. I hear things and
learn. We talked in the group about abuse. It
was helpful to understand more.”
“It helps me with speaking and being more
assertive. I’m hoping to join a photography
group soon.”
“The group makes me happy.”
home. I go every 4 weeks.”
“I can ask questions I can bring questions to
the group. Mary answers the questions and
sometimes the group answers them.”
“The group speaks up for me.”
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“It helps me to be independent.”
“I think the social times give us a chance to
communicate and also to meet up.”
“It has helped me to get to know my community
and to get involved. It’s a very social group, and
I have met people. I was shy, but not anymore.
life is now extremely busy.”
people. I’m trying to set up a community radio
station in Coldstream. Being in People First
tells me “You can do it”. What you normally
hear is “You can’t”, but here, you hear them
saying “Yes, you can”.”
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Members were clear they wanted Live a Live to continue to provide the main
activities which People First Borders does well.

are an independent group.
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“It will be good to see how the group develops.
There is a lot of change in disability groups and
services – things are not standing still. There
are loads of issues for us to deal with, and
there is change happening. We talk about this a
lot in the group.”
“Cover more issues like bullying, and how to
get along with people. More speakers from the
about services.”
“Talk about things that make you think.”
“I want this group to look at things in a new
way and get more new members as the groups
are important for people. I am the chair of
one of the groups, and the groups are good as
people get a chance to say what they need to
say and get support.”
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“Recruit new members. Freshen up what we do.
New speakers”
“It is good that the group carries on talking
about local issues, and bigger issues, like the
elections coming up.”
“Keep on being a group that offers
encouragement. Keep on being a familiar and
stable meeting place – change is good, but the
group is good the way it is.”
“I love the group and want it to continue.”
“Going to places we don’t often get to, such as
trips to the pub.”
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“Keep on giving us information. Get more
sessions.”
“Have a Christmas dinner. Go on bus trips.”
“Go to other places out of town, to Edinburgh,
to Hunters Hall for a Christmas lunch.”
“Social stuff like the cinema, discos, meals,
football.”
“A disco in Galashiels, walking.”
“Keep on with the things we are doing now.
Rights and responsibilities remain an important
thing for us. Keep on with the social events –
I’m not looking for changes, the bottom line is
that we keep on with what we have.”
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“It depends on how the group develops, but
we need to address issues that affect people
with disabilities. There are lots of people with
have. The group deserves funding because this
is a group that makes people with a learning
disability feel comfortable, and this group deals
with major issues.”
“It would be good to invite the new head of
the Learning Disabilities service from Scottish
Borders Council to come and talk to us.”
“I’d like the council leads on Learning
Disabilities to visit the group and tell us about
their plans for the service. I’d like a Question
and Answer time with the council. We have
invited the council staff to come to our
meetings to explain their services – they never
come as they are too busy.”
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“We have invited the people from the new
railway line to speak to our group – they have
not come yet.”
“New speakers from services that affect us like
First Buses.”
“Keep on giving us time to speak in the group.”
“The group needs money to keep going.”
support her.”
“It would be good to have a “Live a life”
conference every 2 or 3 years.”
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Getting Live a Life established
The members of People First Borders have chosen the new name - Live a Life.
been voting to choose a new logo.
Live a Life will not be part of People First Scotland anymore but will be an

and other organisations that they should use Easy Read. This is a way of putting
information that is easy for everyone to understand.

The Easy Read training that has been run by People First Borders during spring
and summer 2014 has been a big success. More of this training may be given to
there would be a cost of the people attending.
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The group has also helped other people turn documents into Easy Read

Finding funding
Members want the group to have enough money to pay for the following things:
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Live a Life

01896 752120

150 Brand St
0141 419 0451
www.otbds.org
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